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GLOSSARY

Item
ASIL/
ASIL-D

COTS
FLOPS

GPU

SoC

Description
Automotive Safety Integrity Level (ASIL) is a risk classification scheme
defined by the ISO 26262 - Functional Safety for Road Vehicles standard.
ASIL Level D refers to the highest classification of initial hazard (injury
risk) and to the most stringent level of safety measures to apply for
avoiding an unreasonable residual risk.
Commercial-on-the-shelf, referred to a device available on the market and
developed as a general-purpose element.
FLoating point OPerations per-Second (and Giga-FLOPS) is a widely
adopted metric to assess processors’ performance
Graphic Processing Units are computing processors with hundred to
thousands of processing elements, or cores. Initially born for rendering
graphics (from which the name), they were soon adopted for General
Purpose computation (GP-GPUs)
System-on-Chip, an integrated circuit that includes heterogeneous subparts implementing different functionalities typically included in ECU, like
interfaces for the most common protocols and buses
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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document aims to describe the procedure applied and the results of the selection of the Commercial-OffThe-Shelf (COTS) platforms to be used in the Demonstrator for the Hercules project (Deliverable D2.3).
This deliverable is structured as follows:
1. Introduction describes the connection of the Deliverable with the project plan;
a. Objectives lists the activities carried out to achieve specific WP objectives;
2. Functional Requirements summarizes the functional requirements identified in Deliverable 1.1;
3. COTS Platform Candidates lists the preliminary selection of candidate COTS platforms identified in
the project;
4. Methodology presents the overall methodology used for the COTS platforms selection;
5. Criteria describes the evaluation criteria, classified as mandatory or quantitative;
6. Conclusions presents the results of the selection, proposing also a possible architecture including the
selected component(s), thus setting down (in a very preliminary way) the terms for development of the
Demonstrator (Deliverable D2.3).
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2.

INTRODUCTION

Deliverable D2.1 is the closing deliverable for Task 2.1 “Evaluation of COTS platforms”, that is planned under
WP2 “Heterogeneous Multi-Core Platforms”.
The objective of WP2 is to select, characterize and optimize the reference hardware platform(s) for the
automotive and avionics use cases. These domains are commonly using COTS platforms for safety-critical
applications. The selection of components to use is not trivial and often prone to errors and oversights (see,
e.g., [Forsberg2006]).
2.1.

Objectives

Task 2.1 “Evaluation of COTS platforms” is aimed to evaluate the state-of-the-art of heterogeneous computing
platforms available on the market, with respect to processing capacity, memory hierarchy, available I/O, and
power envelope. Potential platform candidates have been identified and described in the Project Hercules
Proposal document, at Section 1.3.1 (refined here in chapter “COTS Platform Candidates”).
At the end of the task, a platform (or a combination of) shall be chosen, and a preliminary architecture based
on the chosen platform(s) shall be defined.
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3.

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Deliverable D1.1 defines the Functional Requirements for the Hercules use cases. These functional
requirements have to be satisfied by a HW platform featuring:
High performance with support to parallel computing;
Low power consumption;
Functional Safety integrated mechanisms;
Low cost.
The minimal architectural requirements to satisfy the needs of D1.1 are typically provided by COTS platforms
featuring:
• A small, hard-real-time, ASIL-D compliant subsystem (e.g., a Tricore CPU);
• A multi-core host subsystem with power-aware capabilities (e.g., an ARM big.LITTLE multi-core
compound);
• A programmable GPU accelerator;
Figure below highlights those components in the (preliminary) vision of the Hercules technological stack

For each of the requirements, we performed an extensive analysis of the market to identify the most suitable
platform to the needs of the HERCULES project.
The market currently offers different types of platforms:
Automotive processors;
Mobile processors;
General Purpose (GP) processors;
Special High-Performance-Computing (HPC) platforms;
HW accelerators / GPUs.
The next section describes them.
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4.

COTS PLATFORM CANDIDATES

The candidate platforms are listed here, in alphabetical order. This selection integrates the preliminary
selection included in Section 1.3.1 of the Project Hercules Proposal document.
COTS platform

Description
Generic name for the AMD solutions featuring both CPU and GPU cores in the Desktop
market

AMD APU
no compliance to Automotive/Avionics requirements and no Functional Safety
qualification
System-on-chip commonly adopted for Automotive applications
Infineon AURIX
lowest performance but highest ASIL D
The latest Intel 14 nm solution featuring both CPU and GPU cores
Intel 5th Gen (U-x)

low predictability; some models compliant to Automotive/Avionics requirements, but no
Functional Safety Mechanism
Experimental 28 nm many-core chip with 288 Very Large Instruction Words (VLIW) cores;
power consumption is under 5W

Kalray MPPA

Nvidia Tegra X1

Nvidia Parker

Qualcomm
SnapDragon
820 Automotive
Renesas RCAR
V2H
Renesas RCAR
H3
Samsung Exynos
7 Octa
TI TDA2/3/4 +
EVE
TI Keystone II

very versatile but no compliance to Automotive/Avionics requirements; high cost per
piece
20 nm big.LITTLE solution (4xA57 + 4xA53) with a 256-cores GPGPU based on Maxwell
architecture
good performance but no Functional Safety qualification
16 nm big.LITTLE solution (4xA57 + 2xR5 lockstepped) with a 256-cores GPGPU based
on Pascal architecture
highest performances + qualified for Functional Safety applications up to ASIL B
Automotive version of the popular 14nm Qualcomm chip used in Mobile applications,
based on a custom quad-core CPU + programmable Adreno GPU, compatible with
OpenCL 2.0
reduced Functional Safety support (QM development)
Powerful chip for Automotive graphic clusters
no Functional Safety qualification
16 nm big.LITTLE solution (4xA57 + 4xA53 + 1xR7 lockstepped) with 192-cores GPU
GPU is not programmable for GP-GPU computing;
20 nm big.LITTLE solution (4xA57 + 4xA53) with non-programmable Mali GPU
no GPGPU; no Automotive grade
Very versatile solution featuring a EVE programmable GPU
Automotive compliant, ASIL B qualified; proprietary SDK
28 nm solution (4xA15) featuring high-bandwidth memory access
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Xilinx Zynq
Ultrascale+
XMOS xCORE200 XL216

not suitable for Automotive/Avionics, no ASIL
16 nm solution (4xA53 + 2xR5) + Mali-400MP GPU + FPGA to implement soft-cores
lowest power consumption, limited GPU programmability
16-core solution made for Automotive
no GPU and no support for Functional Safety
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5.

METHODOLOGY

To guide our choice among such different platforms, a methodology has been followed, called “Concept
Selection”, that is widely adopted by MM for selection processes. This technique allows comparing different
concepts with an increased level of objectivity with respect to unstructured selections.
This methodology is supported by a table similar to Table 1.

Table 1. Example of Concept Selection methodology.

The table is filled according to the following steps:
1. Choose selection criteria and related weights;
2. Meet suppliers to collect information (otherwise, rely on freely available documentation);
3. Complete the Concept Selection evaluating the collected information;
4. Choose the platform(s).

The evaluation is based on four levels:
vote
pp
p
n
nn

value
2
1
0
-1

Meaning
feature is excellent
feature is sufficient
feature is not present
feature is impossible
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6.

CRITERIA

Two types of requirements have been defined:
Mandatory conditions (pass/fail): a device shall have all “pass” values to be evaluated;
Quantitative evaluation: fulfilment of each criterion is evaluated.
These requirements shall reflect the Hercules targets:
High performance;
Reduced power consumption;
Functional Safety support;
Low cost.
The criteria, with related weights, are listed in Table 2.
Mandatory Conditions

weight

Performance [GFLOPS]

10

Power Consumption [W]
Performance/Power
[GFLOPS/W]
Cost per piece
Cost of integration and
development
Suitable Architecture (# of
Cores, frequency, nm...)
Interfaces useful for the Use
Case (CAN, CANFD, Ethernet,
CSI, LIN, DPL…)
Speed of fastest interface
Scalability
Predictability (internal structure,
L3 Cache…)
Suitable Operating Temp Range
Code portability (CUDA,
OpenCL...)
Openness of the SDK
Availability of Accelerators
(GPU/FPGA/DSP…)
Number/Type of Power Supplies
Performance counters and
interrupts
Supplier support (debug tool
hw/sw)

10

Description
The SoC has been developed following the prescriptions of AEC-Q100
about suitability for Automotive applications
The SoC has been developed according to Functional Safety
development and includes Safety mechanisms to reach the HW metrics
prescribed by ISO 26262
It will be possible to have working samples before June 2016 to start
Hercules activities
Description
Performance of the different platforms weren’t commensurable or
expressed with comparable benchmark results: therefore, the measured
performance has been quantitatively evaluated on four levels of suitability
for the Hercules project (nn, n, p, pp)
Declared maximum power consumption of the different devices

Automotive Grade (AEC-Q100)

Pass/Fail

Integrated Safety Mechanisms

Pass/Fail

10

Self-explanatory

9

Self-explanatory
A (quantitative) measure of the possible cost of development. With some
devices, an extra effort is required

Working Sample before June
2016
Quantitative Evaluation

Pass/Fail
weight

8
7

A measure of how much “innovative” is the device internal architecture

8

Self-explanatory

6
7

Self-explanatory
Self-explanatory

7

Self-explanatory

7

Self-explanatory
Self-explanatory

6
6
5
4
4
3

Self-explanatory
Self-explanatory
Self-explanatory
Self-explanatory
Self-explanatory
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IOMMU
Virtualization support in HW
Cache lockdown/partitioning
Local Memory Management
(TCM/SPM)
Programmable DMAs for
prefetching
Deterministic cache
replacement policy

5
5
5
5
4
4

Self-explanatory
Self-explanatory
Self-explanatory
Self-explanatory
Self-explanatory
Self-explanatory

Table 2. list of evaluation criteria applied to the selection.

Of all the devices selected, only 5 matched the mandatory conditions:
• Infineon AURIX;
• Nvidia Parker;
• Renesas RCAR H3;
• TI TDA2/3/4 + EVE;
• Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+.
These devices have been investigated in more detail.
The full table at the end of the selection can be seen in Table 3. Please note that, in our evaluation model, it is
not required to fill every cell, but only the ones needed to select the best alternative.
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Nvidia
Parker

CONCEPT SELECTION
Mandatory Conditions
Automotive Grade (AECQ100)
Integrated Safety
Mechanisms
Working Sample before June
2016
Quantitative Evaluation

Xilinx Zynq
Ultrascale+

Infineon
AURIX TC2xx

Renesas
RCAR H3

TI TDA2
+ EVE

weight
Pass/Fail AEC-Q100
Pass/Fail ASIL B
Pass/Fail Yes

Beyond AECQ100
ISO26262 x
Cortex R5
Yes

AEC-Q100

AEC-Q100

AEC-Q100

ASIL D

ASIL B

ASIL B

Yes

Yes

Yes

weight

Performance

10

> 1 TFLOPs

Cores: ~20000
DMIPS
GPU: 20
GFLOPS +
Programmable
Logic

Power Consumption [W]
Performance/Power
[GFLOPS/W]
Cost per piece
Cost of integration and
development

10

< 10 W

~3W

Low

~5W

DSPs:
24GFLOPS + 40
GMACs
Cores: 5000
DMIPS
GPU: 32
GFLOPs
~5W

10

Very good

Very good

Average

Good

Good

9
8

7

Interfaces useful for the Use
Case (CAN, CANFD,
Ethernet, CSI, LIN, DPL…)

8

2x CAN 2.0B
2xUSB 2.0, 2x
2 x CAN
USB3.0
1 x Ethernet AVB 2x SD/SDIO, 2x
4 x USB2.0
UART, 2x I2C, 2x
3 x USB 3.0
SPI
4 x i2C
4x 32b GPIO
4x PCIe® Gen2
4 x SPI
SATA 3.1,
4 x UART
DisplayPort
4x Ethernet

Speed of fastest interface

6

Ethernet 1 Gbps

Scalability

7

With Tegra X1/K1

7

L1 cache (I, D):
128KB+64KB
(denver)
48KB+32KB
(A57)
L2 cache:
2MB+2MB

Predictability (internal
structure, L3 Cache…)

Cores: 40000
DMIPS
GPU: 115,2
GFLOPS

Not shown for Marelli’s internal policies

2x Denver
(2.1GHz)
4x Cortex A57
(1.9 GHz)

Suitable Architecture (# of
Cores, frequency, nm...)

Cores: 2000
DMIPS
DSP: 2
GFLOPS

4 x Cortex A53
3 x 200 MHz
2 x Cortex R5
with lock-step
1968 x DSP48e2
slices

Ethernet 1 Gbps
Wide family of
SoC
Appl. processor:
L1 Cache 32KB
I/D
L2 Cache 1MB
on-chip Mem
256KB
Real time

2 x Cortex A15
2x C66x
1x Cortex M4
4 x Cortex-A57/A53
4 x Vision
4 x Cortex-A53
Accelerator
1 x Cortex-R7
1x Video
dual lock-step
Processing
16nm process
1x PowerVR
SGX544 dualcore GPU

1 x MLB
FlexRay
2 x CAN (/CAN-FD)
High Speed
Ethernet AVB 1.0
Serial Link IF 7 x I2C
SPI, CAN(FD), 7 x PWM
LIN, UART
2 x QSPI
Others
Others

Ethernet
Ethernet 100Mbps
100Mbps
Wide family of
Wide family of SoC
SoC
A57: L1I=48KB,
L1O 32KB, L2 2MB
A56: L1I=32KB,
Triple lockstep
L1O 32KB, L2
core
512KB
R7: L1I=32KB, L1O
32KB

3xVideo input
1xVideo output
PCIe, Gbit EMAC
with AVB support
2x DCAN
10x UART, 5x
I2C, 4x McSPI,
Others

Ethernet 1 Gbps
Wide family of
SoC

L3 2.5 MiB
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processor:
L1 Cache 32KB
I/D
TCM 128KB
Suitable Operating Temp
Range

7

Code portability (CUDA,
OpenCL...)

6

Openness of the SDK

6

Availability of Accelerators
(GPU/FPGA/DSP…)

5

Number/Type of Power
Supplies
Performance counters and
interrupts
Supplier support (debug tool
hw/sw)
IOMMU
Virtualization support in HW
Cache lockdown/partitioning
Local Memory Management
(TCM/SPM)

minus 40 to
Tj=125 Tamb
+85°C
0/100 or -40/100
(Tj=105°C)
CUDA, OpenCL
1.2 (not 2.0 up to
now)
CUDA
community,
Driveworks
Development Kit
(spring 2016)
Nvidia Pascal
GPU (256 cores),
1.25GHz
16nm FinFET
process

-40/145
OpenCL EP
OpenCL 1.2

PowerVR GX6650
GPU
EVE Accelerator
192 cores (300MHz)
3.3/1.8 V (I/O)
1.1V(LPDDR4)
0.8V (core)
2.5V (Ethernet)

1/0,9V (-3E)
0,85V (-2I -2LE)

4

4
3

Available

5
5
5

Yes

5

Programmable DMAs for
prefetching

4

Deterministic cache
replacement policy

4

Available

Available

TCM on RT
Processor

Available

Available

TCM
SYS-DMAC x 48 ch
Realtime-DMAC x
16 ch

Table 3. COTS platforms concept selection.
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7.

PLATFORM SELECTION

Based on the above selection table, three candidates emerged for their leading performance within three
different aspects: performance-per-Watt, functional safety, and configurability/programmability. In particular,
the following platforms have been selected for a more detailed evaluation process to be carried on within Task
2.2 - “Detailed Characterization of Platforms” (m7:m18):
• Nvidia Tegra Parker: it provides the best performance and performance-per-watt in the embedded
COTS domain, along with a wide range of optimized libraries for parallel computing and GP-GPU.
• Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+: it features an heterogeneous configuration with a big.LITTLE compound with
Mali GPU, along with a wide programmable logic to be exploited to investigate FPGA acceleration
techniques to increase the power efficiency of the automotive use-case.
• Infineon Aurix TC2XX: it provides the highest safety integrity level for critical modules of the
automotive applications, at the cost of reduced performance.
The above platforms are hereafter described in more detail.
7.1.

Nvidia Parker

The Nvidia Parker has been chosen for its exceptional performance, with over 1 TFLOPS provided within less
than 10 Watts. This device is by far the most powerful that will be available on the embedded market within the
2017, and it is qualified for industrial automotive adoption. It features 2xR5 (lock-stepped Denver) and 4x
Cortex A57 cores, plus a programmable General Purpose GPU (GPGPU) based on the Pascal architecture,
featuring 256 cores running at 1.25GHz and built with a 16nm FinFET production process.

Figure 1. Roadmap for Nvidia platforms development.

One of the main features of Nvidia solution is the unified memory between the CPUs and GPU. This enables a
dramatic increase in data transfer speed between the two subsystems.
As with all Nvidia devices, the GPGPU is programmable through (proprietary) CUDA instructions, but it also
supports OpenCL v1.2 (it is unknown if also version 2 will be supported).
The Parker is not a family of scalable components, but rather a single model. It is however possible to
consider its predecessors (Tegra K1, Tegra X1) as variants with “reduced performance” with respect to Parker
itself.
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This SoC has connectivity to CAN, USB (even 3.0), Ethernet, SPI, I2C and UART.
Nvidia tests its products for automotive use, thoroughly applying AEC-Q100.
From the Functional Safety point of view, Parker is qualified for use in applications up to ASIL B with a
dedicated safety processor featuring a dual-core lock-step configuration.
The only weak point is related to the closed source nature of the SDK provided by the IP vendor. To solve this
issue, the consortium already set technical agreements and NDA contracts with Nvidia’s headquarters in
Santa Clara to access the source code of the existing software (drivers, schedulers, hypervisors and runtime
libraries) and all low-level details needed to program the platform in a predictable way. Samples of the
developments boards are going to be sent to the partners involved in the technical development of the
software platform.
7.2.

Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+

The Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ has been chosen for its outstanding possibilities of reducing power consumption
by means of an efficient use of programmable logic (FPGA). This will also allow a proper development for the
activities mentioned in Task 2.3 (e.g., “properly exploiting potential FPGA modules available in the selected
platform” and “integrating domain-specific hardware accelerators […] if this allows further improving energy
efficiency, performance, and predictability of the addressed applications”).
The DSP Slices available in Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ are able to perform, by HW, functionalities that would
require several times more energy if performed by SW.
Below a schematic diagram of one DSP Slice:

Figure 2. Schematic of a DSP Slice.

Basically, all that is required to implement a SW functionality in HW is to reduce the task in smaller subfunctions implemented by elementary operations. Each DSP Slice draws an average energy of
23mW/100MHz, supports up to 40 operating modes (multiplier, adder, subtractor, shifter, multiplexer, counter,
etc…) and cascade connections are allowed to perform complex functions such as DSP filters, wide math
functions (like matrix multiplication) and complex math calculus. Typical applications are: fixed and floating
point FFT, Systolic FIR filter, Multi-rate FIR filter, CIC filters, Wide real/complex multipliers/accumulators, and
so on. In few words, there is no better way to lower the power requirements than moving SW functions into
Xilinx HW macro-cells.
The number of DSP Slices available varies from a few hundreds up to several thousands in the top device.
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UltraScale+ family includes also additional specialized peripherals such as Quad Core Arm Cortex A53, Dual
Core Cortex R5, GPU Mali, DDR I/F, NAND I/F, USB, SDIO, UART, CAN, I2C, SPI, PCI Express, Ethernet
100G MAC, etc. useful to connect the device to the main processor and sensor network.
Xilinx tests its products for automotive use, applying testing measures “beyond AEC-Q100”.
From the Functional Safety point of view, Zynq Ultrascale+ is qualified for use in applications up to ASIL B.

7.3.

Infineon Aurix TC2xx

This chip is widely used in the automotive industry, due to its strong focus on Functional Safety and its multicore performance. It hosts 3 Cores, a Lockstep domain for error correction (covering also RAM access),
integrated safety management peripherals, memory protection, several ports for communication via CAN, LIN,
FlexRay, Ethernet, SPI and much more. However, computing performance is much lower than the other two
chips listed.
Infineon tests its products for automotive use, thoroughly applying AEC-Q100.
From the Functional Safety point of view, Aurix is qualified for use in applications up to ASIL D.
7.4.

Platforms and use cases

After having discussed the pros and cons of the above solutions, the use-case leaders (MM for the automotive
use case and AGI for the avionic one) decided to adopt the configurations described in the following
subsections.
7.4.1

Platform for the avionic use case

The avionic use case will adopt the Nvidia Tegra architecture, which appears more suitable to the online
tracking algorithms described in deliverable D1.1 thanks to its performing GPU cluster. The power
consumption is within the accepted standards for the avionic domain, while the increased computing power will
enable a performance boost with respect to currently adopted solutions.
7.4.2

Platform for the automotive use case

The automotive use-case will tentatively explore a combined architecture where the Nvidia Tegra Parker and
the Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ platforms are jointly adopted in a redundant heterogeneous configuration, with a
monitoring mechanism that is hosted on the Infineon Aurix. If properly designed, this configuration could
extend the ASIL D functionalities of the Aurix to the whole system.
A preliminary architecture has been defined, in which three independent devices interact through Ethernet:
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Figure 3. Preliminary architecture.

In this perspective, each device may also have individual access to its own peripherals and direct
communication with its own external devices. In this way, the three systems are integrated only through the
fast Ethernet bus, to share pre-processed chunks of information rather than direct access each other’s
peripherals.
A system like this constitutes a possible ECU architecture for future applications, delivering a huge amount of
processing power, and at the same time could be seen as a combination of three separated systems, put
together in the same device. This architectural configuration will be further explored during the next phases of
the project with particular relation to the needs of the automotive use case.
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8.

CONCLUSIONS

This document detailed the architectural section process for the platforms to be adopted for the HERCULES
use-cases. The state-of-the-art of heterogeneous computing platforms available on the market has been
examined and evaluated, extracting meaningful characteristics like processing capacity, power envelope, core
and memory hierarchy, available I/O, etc.
After having evaluated pros and cons of the existing platforms, a selection table has been filled in for five
promising platforms, leading to the selection of three main representatives for their leading features in terms of
performance-per-watt, programmability, and functional safety: Nvidia Tegra Parker, Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+
and Infineon Aurix. The avionics use case will adopt a Tegra-based solution, while the automotive use case
will explore a combination of the Tegra and the Zynq, integrated with an Aurix for achieving higher safety
integrity levels. This last configuration will be evaluated in the following steps of the project.
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